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ABSTRACT
We present a new perturbative approach to ‘constrained Ly α radiative transfer’ (RT) through
the circum- and intergalactic medium (CGM and IGM). We constrain the H I content and
kinematics of the CGM and IGM in a physically motivated model, using the galaxy-Ly α

forest clustering data from spectroscopic galaxy surveys in quasar fields at z ∼ 2−3. This
enables us to quantify the impact of the CGM/IGM on Ly α emission in an observationally
constrained, realistic cosmological environment. Our model predicts that the CGM and IGM at
these redshifts transmit ≈80 per cent of Ly α photons after having escaped from galaxies. This
implies that while the interstellar medium primarily regulates Ly α escape, the CGM has a non-
negligible impact on the observed Ly α line properties and the inferred Ly α escape fraction,
even at z ∼ 2−3. Ly α scattering in the CGM and IGM further introduces an environmental
dependence in the (apparent) Ly α escape fraction, and the observed population of Lyα

emitting galaxies: the CGM/IGM more strongly suppresses direct Ly α emission from galaxies
in overdense regions in the Universe, and redistributes this emission into brighter Ly α haloes.
The resulting mean surface brightness profile of the Ly α haloes is generally found to be a
power law ∝r−2.4. Although our model still contains arbitrariness, our results demonstrate how
(integral field) spectroscopic surveys of galaxies in QSO fields constrain circumgalactic Ly α

RT, and we discuss the potential of these models for studying CGM physics and cosmology.

Key words: line: formation – radiative transfer – galaxies: high-redshift – intergalactic
medium – quasars: absorption lines.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Understanding the interaction between galaxies and the surround-
ing circum- and intergalactic medium (CGM and IGM) is key to
understanding many outstanding problems in modern extragalactic
astrophysics. The role of feedback and environment such as cold
streams (Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel et al. 2009) and galactic winds
(Murray, Quataert & Thompson 2005; Veilleux, Cecil & Bland-
Hawthorn 2005) has been a central theme in regulating the evolu-
tion of galaxies throughout cosmic history (White & Frenk 1991;
Croton et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015). The
structure of the CGM and IGM around galaxies is influenced both
by supernova and black hole feedback, as well as the large-scale
gaseous environment. This makes the CGM an ideal laboratory to
test galaxy formation theories.

The structure and kinematics of H I gas in the CGM and IGM
directly affects observable properties of Ly α line emission. Exam-
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ples of these properties include the observed Ly α spectral line shape
(e.g. Gronke et al. 2016, 2017), and the surface brightness profiles
of extended Ly α haloes around galaxies (e.g. Cantalupo et al. 2014;
Hennawi et al. 2015). A proper understanding of circumgalactic and
intergalactic Ly α radiative transfer (RT) would allow us to use ob-
servations of the Ly α emission line into a unique window on the
circum-/intergalactic gaseous environment.

In addition, understanding circum-/intergalactic Ly α RT has sev-
eral cosmological applications: (i) understanding how the IGM
and CGM affect Ly α line emission is crucial when using galax-
ies at z > 6 to probe the Epoch of Reionization (e.g. Dijkstra,
Mesinger & Wyithe 2011; Choudhury et al. 2015; Mesinger et al.
2015; Kakiichi et al. 2016; Mason et al. 2017; Sadoun, Zheng
& Miralda-Escudé 2017, see e.g. Dijkstra 2014 for an extensive
review) and (ii) cosmological surveys of Ly α emitting galaxies
z ∼ 2−4 which aim to constrain the dark energy equation of state
(e.g. with Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment (HET-
DEX), Hill et al. 2008) may be sensitive to Ly α RT effects, as the
Ly α RT through the IGM modulates the apparent visibility of Ly α

emission line of galaxies (Zheng et al. 2011,Behrens & Niemeyer
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2013, and this paper). The Ly α RT effect in the clustering of Ly α

emission has tentatively been detected in the Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) data by Croft et al. (2016), although
controversy still remains. Ly α RT effects can therefore affect
redshift-space distortions (RSD) in way that can affect the accuracy
with which cosmological parameters can be constrained (Wyithe &
Dijkstra 2011). A combined analysis of the three-point correlation
function would be required to circumvent the issue (Greig, Komatsu
& Wyithe 2013).

On the theoretical side, modelling Ly α transfer through multi-
phase interstellar medium (ISM), CGM and IGM from first princi-
ples is a daunting task (e.g. Hayes 2015, Gronke et al. 2016, 2017
McCourt et al. 2016, Dijkstra 2017), partially because existing nu-
merical simulations do not have the resolution to properly resolve
the cold, neutral phase (McCourt et al. 2016). In addition, it has
been difficult to observationally disentangle the impact of the ISM,
CGM and IGM on observed Ly α line shapes of galaxies: we cur-
rently do not understand to what extent observed Ly α spectral line
shapes, and even observationally inferred Lyα escape fractions, are
shaped by small-scale RT in the ISM inside galaxies versus the
intermediate-to-large-scale CGM and IGM outside galaxies. Dis-
entangling the two effects is of great interest for understanding the
gaseous environment of galaxies (and therefore galaxy formation),
and for being able to use Ly α emitting galaxy surveys for cosmo-
logical purposes.

Spectroscopic surveys of galaxies in the foregrounds of quasars
(QSOs) provide a potentially unique observational window on Ly α

RT on a range of scales, as they enable us to study both the ISM
properties of galaxies from direct spectroscopy, and the surrounding
CGM and IGM from the Ly α absorption in the background QSO
spectra (at z ∼ 2−3, see Adelberger et al. 2003, 2005; Cooke et al.
2006; Crighton et al. 2011; Rakic et al. 2012; Rudie et al. 2012;
Tummuangpak et al. 2014; Turner et al. 2014). Despite the enor-
mous scientific potential of this approach (Steidel et al. 2010, 2011;
Hennawi & Prochaska 2013; Hennawi et al. 2015), a theoretical
framework that is needed to fully exploit these observations is still
in its infancy. Most previous works investigating the connection
between galaxies/quasars and their gaseous environments focused
either on Ly α emission (Cantalupo et al. 2005; Faucher-Giguère
et al. 2010; Kollmeier et al. 2010; Lake et al. 2015; Mas-Ribas
& Dijkstra 2016) or Ly α absorption around galaxies and quasars
(Fumagalli et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2013; Meiksin, Bolton & Tittley
2015; Rahmati et al. 2015; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2016). Dijk-
stra & Kramer (2012) introduced ‘constrained Ly α RT’ in which
Ly α circumgalactic RT modelling was performed through models
of the CGM in which its H I content was constrained by the Ly α

absorption signal in the background galaxies and QSOs (see also
Noterdaeme et al. 2012; Krogager et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2017).
This approach enables controlled numerical experiments of Ly α

RT through physical realistic distributions of H I in the CGM/IGM.
In this paper, we present an improved constrained Ly α RT model

of the impact of the CGM and IGM on Ly α emission in and around
galaxies. Earlier work on circumgalactic/intergalactic Ly α RT ei-
ther employed analytic models for the density and kinematics of H I

gas in the CGM/IGM (Dijkstra, Lidz & Wyithe 2007, also see Santos
2004) or cosmological (hydro)simulations (Iliev et al. 2008; Zheng
et al. 2010; Dayal, Maselli & Ferrara 2011; Laursen, Sommer-
Larsen & Razoumov 2011), which – as mentioned above – cur-
rently do not resolve the cold, neutral phase of the CGM/IGM (see
McCourt et al. 2016 for extended discussion). Dijkstra & Kramer
(2012) and Hennawi & Prochaska (2013) employed a joint Ly α

emission – absorption approach to circumgalactic Ly α RT. Their

models, none the less, paid attention mostly to the neutral gas dis-
tribution in the CGM and Ly α haloes; the absorption data were
not used optimally to constrain the gas kinematics. This is impor-
tant as gas kinematics is well known to play an important role in
Ly α transfer process. Our model improves upon previous works in
two important aspects: (i) the distribution and kinematics of neutral
gas around galaxies are constrained by observations of the galaxy-
Ly α forest clustering and its RSD, which provide direct observa-
tional constraints on both the H I distribution and kinematics in the
CGM/IGM; and (ii) we model both the impact of the CGM/IGM on
the emerging Ly α flux from galaxies (and its spectral line shape),
and the predict surface brightness profiles of the scattered Ly α ra-
diation. The latter is important as Ly α scattering simultaneously
attenuates direct Ly α emission from galaxies, and gives rise to spa-
tially extended Ly α haloes. Thus, the two observables combined
provide a more complete picture of how the CGM and IGM affect
Ly α radiation in and around galaxies.

Our aim of this paper is twofold. The first is to introduce a new
unified statistical, perturbative modelling of Ly α RT and galaxy-
Ly α forest clustering in order to achieve the goals (i) and (ii). Our
model naturally includes absorbers with H I column densities in the
range log10 NH I/cm−2 ∼ 13 − 22. This is important, as the nature
of self-shielding absorbers is still not well understood. Moreover,
the impact of low column density absorbers surrounding galaxies
on the emerging Ly α emission line has not been explored at all yet.
The second is to demonstrate how joint Ly α emission-absorption
data can be used to obtain new insights into how Ly α radiation
escapes from galaxies, how it subsequently propagates through the
CGM/IGM, and how we can use this knowledge to obtain con-
straints on the physical properties of the CGM/IGM.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summa-
rize the methodology and the general idea behind our work. In
Section 3, we introduce a unified approach to cosmological Ly α

RT connecting Ly α emission and absorption. In Section 4, we de-
scribe a physical model of galaxies and the gaseous environments
used to analyse the data. The joint analysis of the redshift-space
anisotropic galaxy-Ly α forest clustering with the Ly α line profiles
and Ly α haloes is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss
the implications for the physics of Ly α escape and Ly α haloes
in the CGM and cosmology. Our conclusions are summarized in
Section 7. Throughout this paper, we adopt the flat quasars � cold
dark matter (�CDM) cosmology with �m = 0.3, �� = 0.7, and
h = 0.7. We denote pkpc and pMpc (ckpc and cMpc) to indicate
distances in proper (comoving) units.

2 M E T H O D O L O G Y: C O N S T R A I N E D
RADI ATI VE TRANSFER

In this section, we describe how our general methodology – ‘con-
strained RT’ – works. A goal is to estimate the impact of the CGM
and IGM around galaxies on the Ly α escape fraction and Ly α

haloes consistently with the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering measure-
ments (Section 5). We will discuss the result in the context of the
physics of the galaxy–IGM connection and cosmology (Section 6).

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates how the joint analysis of Ly α

emission and absorption from a (integral field) spectroscopic survey
of galaxies in QSO fields can be used to study the origin of escape
fraction and Ly α haloes. This is the most important picture which
we base our argument on so that it should be kept in mind throughout
the paper.

First, using galaxy–QSO pairs (black arrow), the galaxy-Ly α

forest cross-correlation and its RSD can be measured. This can
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5142 K. Kakiichi and M. Dijkstra

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a spectroscopic survey of Ly α emitting galaxies in QSO fields. Galaxies (represented as a collection of star symbols)
reside in gaseous environments composed of the neutral gas (represented by grey-coloured clumps). The dashed circle indicates the viral radius of host dark
matter halo. r, r⊥, r� are the radial, perpendicular, and line-of-sight distance to a gas clump. vr and v� are the radial and line-of-sight peculiar velocity of a gas
clump relative to a galaxy of interest (see also the text). Some Ly α photons emitted from the galaxies are scattered back to observers, contributing to the Ly α

haloes (represented by fuzzy red spheres). The cartoon illustrates how (i) QSO absorption spectra, (ii) spectra of Ly α emitting galaxies, and (iii) Ly α haloes
around galaxies trace the circum- and intergalactic gas and their interconnections.

be presented either as a galaxy-transmitted Ly α flux correlation
function (e.g. Tummuangpak et al. 2014) or a 2D pixel optical
depth map (e.g. Turner et al. 2014). This contains a full statistical
information of the average gas structure (grey clumps) around the
galaxies both about the gas distribution and velocity field. Thus,
by comparing the theoretical and observed Ly α absorption around
galaxies, we can fully constrain the average properties of the CGM
and IGM around galaxies, in which the Ly α emission from the
galaxies propagates through.

We then perform Ly α RT calculations in the observationally
calibrated medium. As some Ly α photons emitted from galaxies
observed in their galaxy spectra (blue arrow) are scattered out of
the lines of sight by the same CGM and IGM traced by the galaxy-
Ly α forest clustering, by performing the Ly α transfer calculation
in the medium pre-constrained by the Ly α absorption data, we can
estimate the impact of the CGM/IGM on the average Ly α line
flux in galaxy spectra, without adjusting free parameters about the
CGM and IGM. Therefore, this enables us to uniquely estimate
the contribution of the CGM/IGM on the Lyα escape fraction. As
this constrained RT technique substantially reduces the range of
allowed parameter space of the model, the calculated impact of the
CGM/IGM on the escape fraction is more robust than a conventional
approach which does not take into account the galaxy-Ly α forest
clustering observations.1

Furthermore, as the Ly α photons (red arrow) that are backscat-
tered toward an observer will contribute the surface brightness of
Ly α haloes (fuzzy red spheres), using the same constrained Ly α

1Of course, the parameters about the ISM remain as unconstrained free
parameters. However, for computing the escape fraction we are only inter-
ested in the fraction of photons attenuated by the CGM/IGM. Thus, it is
independent of the values of Ly α luminosity. We are aware that taking into
account the detailed ISM Ly α line profile is more difficult. The difficulty,
however, persists in virtually all hydrodynamical simulations as our current
computational power fails to resolve star-forming clouds, cold gas in the
ISM, the multiphase structures of the CGM and IGM simultaneously in
a single cosmological box. We bypass this difficulty and consolidate our
predictions by exploring a wide possible range of ISM line profiles.

RT calculation we can predict the structure of Ly α haloes self-
consistently with the mechanism controlling the escape of Ly α

photons through the CGM/IGM. Because the observation of Ly α

haloes was not used during the calibration step, we can regard it as
an independent test of how Ly α radiation emerges in and around
galaxies. Thus, being able to reproduce the observed Ly α haloes
supports the proposed mechanism and impact of the CGM/IGM on
the Ly α escape fraction. In addition, it provides an insight into how
the observed structures of the CGM and IGM form Ly α haloes by
a proposed mechanism, here, via scattering.

This methodology – constrained RT technique – uses Ly α ab-
sorption and emission simultaneously, which forms our basis for
studying the origin of Ly α escape and haloes. In the following sec-
tion, we will mathematically formulate this argument. We use an
analytical model in applying the above methodology. We empha-
size, however, that the general methodology is independent of the
particular model used. For example, one can employ an analogous
analysis using cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies
and Ly α forest, combined with Monte Carlo Ly α RT simulations.

3 LY α RADI ATI VE TRANSFER

We introduce a statistical perturbative approach to cosmological
Ly α RT that unifies Ly α in absorption and emission; it connects
the physical properties of Ly α forests and self-shielded absorbers
with the Ly α emission-line profiles of galaxies and Ly α haloes.

Our principle idea is to formulate the problem of cosmological
Ly α RT using a statistical perturbative approach. In the context
of Ly α absorption, this approach was formulated by Paresce, Mc-
Kee & Bowyer (1980) and used in Haardt & Madau (1996, 2012).
The method can be extended to Ly α in emission. Ly α photons
undergo multiple scattering; but the contribution from higher order
scatterings asymptotically decrease because in each propagation the
probability that the photons absorbed and re-emitted decreases as
∝ (1 − e−τCGM/IGM )Nscat where Nscat is the number of Ly α scatterings
and τCGM/IGM is the optical depth of Ly α photons in a single prop-
agation through the CGM and IGM. This allows us to consider the
Ly α transfer process in terms of the perturbative expansion with
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respect to the number of scatterings. Ly α photons experiencing
zero or single scattering contribute to the largest to the emergent
Ly α profile. In the zeroth-order scattering expansion, we include
the Ly α photons that have experienced no scattering; once a pho-
ton is scattered out of a line of sight, the photon is lost. Thus,
Ly α photons are attenuated by e−τCGM/IGM . The zeroth-order scat-
tering includes the Ly α absorption in the background QSOs and
the CGM/IGM attenuation effect on the galaxy spectra (see Fig. 1).
In the first-order scattering expansion, we include the contribution
from Ly α photons that have scattered back into the line of sight
after the first scattering. This allows us to estimate the Ly α haloes
(see Fig. 1). In the higher order scattering expansion, we can extend
this to include the contributions from the photons that experienced
multiple scatterings, which will approach full Monte Carlo Ly α RT
simulations.

Therefore, the perturbative approach enables us to self-
consistently formulate the Ly α transfer problem both in absorption
and emission, connecting the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering (Sec-
tion 3.1) with the Ly α emission-line profiles of galaxy spectra (the
zeroth-order scattering expansion) (Section 3.2) and Ly α haloes
around galaxies (the first-order scattering expansion) (Section 3.3).

3.1 Ly α absorption around galaxies

The Ly α absorption arises from both residual neutral gas in the
photoionized IGM and self-shielded gas. The Ly α absorption fea-
tures in QSO spectra are a natural consequence of the continuous
cosmic web of the large-scale structure in �CDM cosmology (e.g.
Cen et al. 1994; Lukić et al. 2015). In this paper, in order to make
the modelling analytically tractable, we approximate the CGM and
IGM as consisting of a collection of Lagrangian gas parcels which
are referred to as absorbers.

We define each absorber’s velocity and position relative to a
galaxy of interest. An absorber located at a comoving distance r
away from the associate galaxy has its own H I column density
NH I, temperature T, and a proper peculiar velocity vr relative to the
galaxy (see Fig. 1). The total line-of-sight velocity of an absorber
relative to the associated galaxy is u� = H(z)r�/(1 + z) + v� where
v� = μvr is the line-of-sight peculiar velocity,u μ = r�/r, and r� is
the comoving distance along the line of sight. H(z) is the Hubble
parameter at redshift z. Thus, for the photons emitted at frequency
νe from a galaxy or background QSO, the Ly α optical depth of an
absorber is given by

τa(νe|u‖, NH I) = σαNH Iϕν

[
T , νe

(
1 − u‖

c

)]
, (1)

where σα = (πe2/mec)f12 = 0.011 cm2 Hz is the Ly α cross-
section, ϕν(T, ν) is the Voigt profile at gas temperature T, frequency
ν, e is the electron charge, me is the mass of electron, c is the speed
of light, and f12 = 0.4164 is the oscillator strength of 2P → 1S
transition (Wiese & Fuhr 2009). In the following sections, we in-
terchangeably express the emitted frequency νe at the rest frame
of galaxies in terms of the velocity unit 
v defined as νe = ν α(1
− 
v/c) and the proper line-of-sight redshift-space coordinate s�
defined as s� = 
v/H(z) (in pMpc) where ν α is the frequency at the
Ly α line centre.

3.1.1 The redshift-space anisotropic galaxy-Ly α forest clustering

The cross-correlation of the transmitted Ly α flux in the Ly α for-
est region of the background QSO spectra with galaxies’ positions
traces the statistical properties of the gaseous environments around

galaxies. The 2D effective optical depth map, τ eff(νe, r⊥), is defined
in terms of the mean transmitted Ly α forest flux around galax-
ies, F(νe, r⊥), as a function of emitted frequency, νe, at the rest
frame of the galaxies and impact parameter, r⊥, relative to the back-
ground QSO (the corresponding proper redshift-space coordinates
are s� = (c/H)(1 − νe/ν α) and s⊥ = r⊥/(1 + z)):

τeff (νe, r⊥) ≡ − ln〈F (νe, r⊥)〉. (2)

As a solution to the statistical perturbative approach to cosmo-
logical Ly α transfer (Kakiichi et al. 2016, see also Paresce et al.
1980; Haardt & Madau 1996), we find that the 2D effective optical
depth map is given by

τeff (νe, r⊥) =
∫

dNH I

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣dz

dr

∣∣∣∣
×
∫

du‖
aH

[
1 + ξv(u‖, r⊥)

] [
1 − e−τa(νe|u‖,NH I)

]
, (3)

where ∂2N
∂NH I∂z

is the H I column density distribution function
(CDDF) of absorbers, |dr/dz| = c/H(z) is the comoving distance per
redshift. The velocity–space correlation function between galaxies
and absorbers, ξv(u�, r⊥), in the Gaussian streaming model2 is given
by

1 + ξv(u‖, r⊥)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
aHdr‖√
2πσ 2

v (r)
[1 + ξ (r)] exp

[
− (u‖ − aHr‖ − μ〈vr(r)〉)2

2σ 2
v (r)

]
,

(4)

where ξ (r) is the real-space correlation function between galaxies
and absorbers, 〈vr(r)〉 and σ v(r) are the mean radial velocity and
velocity dispersion between galaxies and absorbers at a separation

r, r =
√

r2
‖ + r2

⊥, and a = 1/(1 + z). For simplicity, we assume

isotropic velocity dispersion so that both line-of-sight and radial
components are the same.

The velocity–space correlation function takes into account the dy-
namics and clustering of absorbers around galaxies. While we use
the Gaussian streaming model as an explicit example, the method
can easily be generalized for any pairwise velocity probability distri-
bution function. We model the explicit forms of real-space correla-
tion function and the pairwise mean velocity and velocity dispersion
in Section 4.

3.1.2 The equivalent width of Ly α absorption

The rest-frame equivalent width (EW) is computed using the same
method as Rakic et al. (2012), which measures the excess absorption
relative to the mean IGM. The mean EW of Ly α absorption around
galaxies is then computed as

〈EW(r⊥)〉 = λα

∫
dνe

να

[
1 − 〈F (νe, r⊥)〉

F̄ (z)

]
, (5)

where F̄ (z) = e−τ̄eff (z) and τ̄eff (z) is the mean effective optical depth
of Becker et al. (2013). In the case of ξv = 0, equation (3) reproduces
the mean effective optical depth.

2Fisher (1995) and Reid & White (2011) have shown that the Gaussian
streaming model gives the same result as linear theory including Kaiser
effect provided that the mean radial velocity and velocity dispersion are
computed from linear theory. Because we are interested in the gas flow
around galaxies on scales of a few Mpc we do not impose the linear theory.
Instead we allow a phenomenological parametrization of the velocity field.
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3.2 Ly α emission-line profiles of galaxies

The Ly α emission-line profiles of galaxies are affected by both
the ISM-scale RT and the large-scale CGM/IGM environment. We
therefore split the model into the small-scale RT part (Section 3.2.1),
which includes the multiple scatterings, and the large-scale RT part
(Section 3.2.2), which is modelled self-consistently to the Ly α

absorption and diffuse Ly α haloes around galaxies using the per-
turbative expansion.

3.2.1 Star formation and ISM of galaxies

For Ly α emission due to the nebular recombination in star-forming
regions, the average Ly α luminosity is given by

〈Lintr
α 〉 = 1.1 × 1042

(〈SFR〉/M yr−1
)

erg s−1, (6)

by converting the relation of H α luminosity and star forma-
tion rate (SFR, Kennicutt 1998) using the case B approximation
(Brocklehurst 1971). We assume the average SFR of galaxies
is 〈SFR〉 = 34 M yr−1, which is taken from the median dust-
corrected SFR of Lyman-Break Galaxies (LBGs) in Steidel et al.
(2011). Therefore, our fiducial value is 〈Lintr

α 〉 = 3.7 × 1043 erg s−1.
We assume dust-free multiphase clumpy ISM. We define the

ISM Ly α escape fraction, 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉, as a fraction of Ly α photons
escaped from the sites of nebular Ly α emission out of galaxies and
toward the line of sight of an observer. We assume a fiducial value
of 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉 = 0.20. Note that in a dust-free ISM only the Ly α

scattering by the H I gas contributes to the ISM escape fraction by
scattering off Ly α photons out of the line of sight of an observer.
Thus in the absence of the CGM and IGM, the observed Ly α lumi-
nosity is 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉〈Lintr
α 〉. However, because these scattered photons

eventually leak out of the ISM, the photons escaping out of the ISM
in all directions around a galaxy are the same as the intrinsic nebu-
lar production of Ly α photons. In other words, the amount of Ly α

photons injected into the CGM is the same as 〈Lintr
α 〉 in a dust-free

ISM model.
For the intrinsic average Ly α line profile, 〈ISM

α (νe)〉, (i.e. emerg-
ing from the ISM), we use a result from the Monte Carlo Ly α RT
model of the multiphase clumpy ISM of Gronke & Dijkstra (2016)
with the H I column density of log10(NH I/cm−2) = 19.64 and out-
flow velocity of 202.2 km s−1 (one presented in fig. 6 of Gronke
& Dijkstra 2016). This model produces an asymmetric single peak
line profile with the Ly α velocity offset of 〈
vLyα〉 = 250 km s−1.

Both the ionizing and non-ionizing UV luminosity incorporate
results from stellar population synthesis. The average Lyman con-
tinuum (LyC, <912 Å) photon production rate (in units of s−1) is
given by assuming the following conversion from the ultraviolet
(UV, 1500 Å) luminosity (Robertson et al. 2013),

〈Ṅ ion〉 = 〈f LyC
esc 〉〈ξion〉〈LUV〉,

≈ 8.6 × 1052

( 〈f LyC
esc 〉

0.02

)( 〈SFR〉
34 Myr−1

)
s−1, (7)

where we used

〈LUV〉 = 8 × 1027
(〈SFR〉/M yr−1

)
erg s−1 Hz−1, (8)

with the assumptions of a Salpeter initial mass function and
solar metallicity (Madau, Pozzetti & Dickinson 1998), and
log10〈ξion〉/erg Hz−1 = 25.2, consistent with stellar population syn-
thesis model (Robertson et al. 2013) and observations (Bouwens
et al. 2016). We assume an average LyC escape fraction of
〈f LyC

esc 〉 = 0.02, which is broadly in agreement with the observa-
tionally inferred values of the LyC escape fractions (e.g. Siana et al.

2015; Grazian et al. 2016) at z ∼ 3. In this model, the average in-
trinsic EW of Ly α emission line is 〈W intr

Lyα〉 = 103 Å, assuming the
UV slope of −2 at z ∼ 3 (Bouwens et al. 2014).

3.2.2 Emergent Ly α line profile from CGM/IGM

Ly α photons escaping from the ISM are scattered out of a line of
sight by the intervening CGM and IGM. Thus, the emergent average
Ly α line profile of Ly α emitting galaxies is affected by the opacity
of the circum- and intergalactic gaseous environments. This effect
has been formulated by Kakiichi et al. (2016) and the CGM/IGM
attenuates the average Ly α flux of galaxies as

〈Lν(νe)〉 = e−τ
Lyα

eff (νe)
〈
f

Lyα

esc,ISM

〉 〈
Lintr

α

〉 〈
ISM

α (νe)
〉
, (9)

where 〈Lν(νe)〉 is the apparent specific Ly α luminosity seen by an
observer and τ

Lyα

eff (νe) is effective optical depth against Ly α line at
the emitted frequency νe in the rest frame of galaxies. The mean
transmissivity of the Ly α flux of galaxies is defined as

〈Tα〉 =
∫

e−τ
Lyα

eff (νe)
〈
ISM

α (νe)
〉

dνe. (10)

The observed Ly α EW of the emission line is then given by
〈WLyα〉 = 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉〈Tα〉〈W intr
Lyα〉.

The CGM/IGM attenuation is caused by the same neutral gas that
gives rise to Ly α absorption around galaxies observed in the back-
ground QSO spectra. Therefore, our modelling leads the effective
optical depth against Ly α line along each sight line of galaxies as,

τ
Lyα

eff (νe) =
∫

dNH I

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣dz

dr

∣∣∣∣
×
∫

du‖
aH

[
1 + ζv(u‖)

] [
1 − e−τa(νe |u‖,NH I)

]
. (11)

Clearly, the CGM/IGM attenuation of the Ly α emission line of
galaxies is closely related to the effective optical depth for the
galaxy-Ly α absorption clustering (equation 3). The difference is
that the former is affected only by the foreground gas of galax-
ies, whereas the latter must also include the gas background of
the galaxies. Therefore, the velocity–space correlation function be-
tween galaxies and absorbers, ζ v(u�), takes the integral from the
innermost radius rmin away from a galaxy to an observer at infinity,

1 + ζv(u‖) =
∫ ∞

rmin

aHdr‖√
2πσ 2

v (r‖)

× [
1 + ξ (r‖)

]
exp

[
− (u‖ − aHr‖ − 〈vr(r‖)〉)2

2σ 2
v (r‖)

]
.

(12)

The real-space correlation function ξ (r�), the mean radial velocity
field 〈vr(r�)〉, and velocity dispersion σ v(r�) are the same as ones
in equation (4), but evaluated at r�. We adopt the value of rmin =
80 pkpc, which corresponds to the virial radius of dark matter haloes
of mass Mh ≈ 9 × 1011 M (Steidel et al. 2010). In Appendix C,
we have tested the dependence of the Ly α transmission against
the choice of the innermost radius from rmin = 30 to 160 pkpc
bracketing the value (rmin = 1.5rvir) suggested by Laursen et al.
(2011).

The higher order Lyman series scattering by the intervening
circum-/intergalactic gas also contributes to the opacity against the
UV radiation from galaxies at the rest-frame wavelength 912 Å <

λ < 1216 Å. The total effective optical depth by the line blanketing

is e−τ line
eff (νe) = ∑

n=α,β,... e−τ
Lyn

eff (νe). The calculation of the effective
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optical depth against the higher order Lyn line, τLyn

eff (νe), is identical
to that of Ly α except for replacing the Ly α cross-section with the
higher order Lyn cross-section.

3.2.3 Ly α escape fraction

We define the average total Ly α escape fraction, 〈f Lyα
esc 〉, as a fraction

of Ly α photons escaped from the sites of nebular Ly α emission
within the ISM, through the CGM and IGM, and reached to a finite
aperture of a telescope, averaged over many galaxies. Thus, the
average total Ly α escape fraction is expressed as a product of the
ISM Ly α escape fraction3 and the Ly α transmissivity of the CGM
and IGM,

〈f Lyα
esc 〉 = 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉〈Tα〉. (13)

3.3 Ly α haloes around galaxies

While the various formation mechanisms of diffuse Ly α haloes are
proposed, the physical origin of Ly α haloes is still unknown. The
sources of Ly α emission in the diffuse haloes can be generated by
(1) scattered Ly α photons from the central galaxies, (2) fluorescent
Ly α radiation by the ionizing photons from the galaxies, (3) cool-
ing radiation, and (4) Ly α emission from the unresolved galaxies
around the detected galaxies. In this paper, we focus on the Ly α

scattering contribution to Ly α haloes.
Our perturbative approach can however be extended to include

the contribution from the other Ly α emission such as fluorescence.
We refer the reader to Mas-Ribas et al. (2017) for discussion on
the observational test for distinguishing different origins of Ly α

haloes.

3.3.1 Ly α emissivity from scattered radiation

In the first-order scattering expansion of cosmological Ly α transfer,
we take into account the contribution from the photons that are
scattered once. When Ly α haloes are formed due to the scattering of
Ly α photons from the central sources, all the photons experienced
no scattering (zeroth-order expansion) do not contribute to the Ly α

haloes. This is equivalent to the single scattering approximation,4

in which we truncate the perturbative expansion in the first order.
As Ly α photons are scattered by the neutral gas around galax-

ies, each absorber absorbs and re-emits the Ly α photons from the
central Ly α emitting galaxy with specific luminosity Lintr

ν (νe) =
〈Lintr

α 〉〈ISM
α (νe)〉. Therefore, the surface brightness of Ly α haloes

is given by integrating the Ly α emission from all the absorbers over
the distribution and kinematics.

First, we derive the individual absorber’s luminosity illumi-
nated by the scattering of Ly α photons emitted from a central
Ly α emitting galaxy. The probability that an absorber absorbs
Ly α radiation is 1 − e−τa . Only the area extended by an absorber
can receive the radiation emitted from the central galaxy, there-
fore the Ly α radiation received by an absorber is σabsL

intr
ν /(4πl2

p )

3The ISM Ly α escape fraction is defined as a fraction of Ly α photons
escaped from the sites of nebular Ly α emission within the ISM to outside
of galaxies.
4Dijkstra & Kramer (2012) has employed the single scattering approxima-
tion, but formulated differently from this paper. They have compared the
analytic Ly α RT model based on the single scattering approximation with
the Monte Carlo Ly α RT simulations, and showed that the single scattering
approximation works well.

where σ abs is the geometrical cross section and lp = r/(1 + z)
is the proper distance. The absorber absorbs the emitted pho-
tons of frequency νe from the central galaxy by the amount of
(1 − e−τa )σabsL

intr
ν (νe)/(4πl2

phνα) [photons s−1] and re-emits the
photons near the Ly α line centre. Thus, the individual absorber’s
Ly α luminosity (in units of erg s−1) due to the scattering is given
by,

Labs
α (r, vr, NH I) =

∫ [
1 − e−τa(νinj,NH I)

] σabsL
intr
ν (νe)

4πlp(r)2
dνe, (14)

where ν inj = νe[1 − (H(z)lp(r) + vr)/c] is the frequency injected to
an absorber.

Then, these individual absorber’s Ly α luminosities integrate
overall H I column density and velocities of the absorber. The ve-
locity of an absorber affects the probability that Ly α photons from
the central sources are scattered through its velocity dependence in
the optical depth. The bolometric Ly α emissivity 〈ε α(r)〉 (in units
of erg s−1 cMpc−3) from the absorbers around galaxies is given by
(see Appendix A for derivation),

〈εα(r)〉 = 1 + ξ (r)

4πr2

∫
dNH I

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣dz

dr

∣∣∣∣
×
∫

dvr√
2πσ 2

v (r)
Lα(r, vr, NH I) exp

[
− (vr − 〈vr(r)〉)2

2σ 2
v (r)

]
(15)

where Lα(r, vr, NH I) is the Ly α luminosity of the scattered photons
by the absorbers around the central galaxies of specific luminosity
Lν :

Lα(r, vr, NH I) =
∫ [

1 − e−τa(νinj,NH I)
]
Lintr

ν (νe)dνe. (16)

The calculation of the Ly α halo emissivity does not depend on the
choice of the innermost radius rmin. The Ly α halo profile at small
radii, r < rmin, can be self-consistently computed as long as we are
concerned with the contribution from the singly scattered photons,
which is a fundamental ansatz of the perturbative approach.

3.3.2 The surface brightness of Ly α haloes

The mean surface brightness, 〈SBα(r⊥)〉, (in units of
erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1) of Ly α haloes due to the scattered Ly α photons
from the central galaxies at impact parameter r⊥ is then given by,

〈SBα(r⊥)〉 = (1 + z)2

4π(1 + z)4

∫ ∞

r⊥

2rdr√
r2 − r2

⊥
〈εα(r)〉. (17)

We apply the factor of (1 + z)2 to convert to the proper unit and
the factor of (1 + z)−4 to convert it to the surface brightness value
observed at z = 0.

We also introduce an Ly α halo flux fraction XLy α, halo as defined
by Wisotzki et al. (2016), which is a fraction of the integrated Ly α

flux in a Ly α halo relative to the sum of the central galaxy’s Ly α

line flux Fgal and the Ly α halo’s flux Fhalo,

XLyα,halo = Fhalo

Fgal + Fhalo
, (18)

where the integrated Ly α halo flux is given by

Fhalo =
∫

〈SBα(r⊥)〉 2πr⊥dr⊥
D2

A(z)(1 + z)2
, (19)
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5146 K. Kakiichi and M. Dijkstra

and the Ly α line flux of the central galaxy is

Fgal =
〈
f

Lyα

esc,ISM

〉
〈Tα〉 〈Lintr

α 〉
4πD2

L(z)
. (20)

DA(z) and DL(z) are the angular diameter and luminosity dis-
tance. Note that in our model the Ly α halo flux fraction is in-
dependent of 〈Lintr

α 〉 as the increase of the intrinsic Ly α lumi-
nosity increases both the Ly α halo surface brightness and the
observed Ly α luminosity of galaxies by the same factor. Further-
more, our halo flux fraction model depends on the ISM Ly α escape
fraction in a functional form XLyα,halo = 1/(1 + C〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉) where
C ∝ 〈Tα〉/

∫ 〈SBα(r⊥)〉2πr⊥dr⊥ is the CGM/IGM-dependent num-
ber. The 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉 parameter only enters in the observed galaxy
flux because the H I gas in the dust-free ISM only scatters the Ly α

photons out of an observer’s line of sight (but does not permanently
destroy the photons), thus the scattered Ly α photons eventually find
the way into the CGM and power Ly α haloes.

Overall, the above perturbative approach self-consistently mod-
els both Ly α in emission and absorption. The CGM/IGM around
galaxies are traced by the cross-correlation between Ly α forests
and galaxies. Thus, armed with this cosmological Ly α transfer cal-
culation, we can study how the CGM and IGM affect the Ly α

emission-line profiles and Ly α haloes as a function of the observa-
tionally calibrated gaseous environments.

4 PH Y S I C A L M O D E L O F TH E G A S E O U S
E N V I RO N M E N T S A RO U N D G A L A X I E S

Finally, to realize the constrained RT technique we need to specify
a parametrized model of the CGM and IGM around galaxies, which
will be fitted to Ly α absorption observations. In this section, we
describe a phenomenological model of the CGM and IGM. More
specifically, our perturbative approach to Ly α RT requires models
of (i) the H I CDDF, ∂2N

∂NH I∂z
, (ii) the real-space galaxy-absorber

correlation function, ξ (r), and (iii) the average velocity field, 〈vr(r)〉,
and velocity dispersion, σ v(r), between galaxies and absorbers.
These models are independent to the perturbative expansion of the
cosmological Ly α transfer introduced in Section 3. Any physical
model can be used. To illustrate the joint Ly α emission-absorption
analysis, we adopt a simple model in this paper.

The structure of the CGM/IGM around galaxies is determined
by both the structure of the intergalactic filaments in the large-scale
structure and the hydrodynamical or radiative interaction of the
gas with galaxies. Thus, we divide the modelling of the real-space
clustering of the CGM/IGM around galaxies and its kinematics
into two contributions: (1) from cosmological structure formation
and (2) from the photoionization feedback and galactic winds from
galaxies.

4.1 The spatial distribution of gas around galaxies

In our phenomenological model, the real-space correlation function
between H I gas and galaxies is divided into the two contributions:
(1) from cosmological structure formation (Section 4.1.1) and (2)
from the photoionization feedback (Section 4.1.2). The resulting
correlation function is expressed as,

1 + ξ (r) = Cphot(r)
[
1 + ξ grav(r)

]
, (21)

where ξ grav(r) is the galaxy-absorber correlation function resulting
from the gravitational clustering through the structure formation,
whereas Cphot(r) is the correction factor for the clustering due to the
photoionization feedback by galaxies.

4.1.1 Gravitational clustering

The gravitational clustering of gas around galaxies is modelled
using the power-law form with a slope γ and a correlation length
rc(z),

ξ grav(r, z) =
[

r

rc(z)

]−γ

. (22)

Note that we have adopted the self-similar clustering ansatz, where
the time-dependence of the gas-galaxy clustering only enters as a
rescaling of the correlation length as a function of redshift, rc(z),
while the functional shape is independent of redshift. Although the
assumption of the self-similar clustering is only a crude approx-
imation, it permits us to analytically capture the features of the
full non-linear growth of the gravitational clustering (Bertschinger
1985; Smith et al. 2003).

4.1.2 Photoionization and UV background

The photoionization of the surrounding gas by the LyC photons
(λ < 912 Å) from the galaxies lowers the number density of the
absorbers around galaxies. As shown in Appendix B, the impact of
local ionizing sources introduces the correction factor,

Cphot(r) =
[

1 +
(

r

rph

)−2
]−βeff+1

, (23)

where βeff is the effective slope of the CDDF when fit by a sin-
gle power law. The equality radius rph is the radius at which
the local contribution, �local(r), to photoionization rate is equal
to the average photoionization rate of the UV background. �bkg

is the average UV background, for which we assume the value
of �bkg = 1.0 × 10−12 s−1 consistent with the observed value of
0.86+0.30

−0.22 × 10−12 s−1 at z = 3 (Becker & Bolton 2013). We use
the CDDF function fit by Haardt & Madau (2012) at z = 3 and the
effective slope of βeff = 1.5. Then, the equality radius is given by

rph =
√

(1 + z)2

4π�bkg

∫ ∞

ν912

σHI(ν)
Lν(ν)

hν
dν,

≈ 133 h−1 ckpc

(
1 + z

4

)( 〈f LyC
esc 〉

0.02

) 1
2
( 〈SFR〉

34 M yr−1

) 1
2

,

(24)

where σ HI(ν) = σ 912(ν/ν912)−3, σ912 = 6.304 × 10−18 cm2, and ν912

is the frequency at the Lyman limit. We assumed the spectral energy
distribution of Lν(ν) = hαṄ ion(ν/ν912)−α with a power-law EUV
slope of α = 3, and used equation (7) for the LyC photon produc-
tion rate, Ṅ ion. We use rph = 133 h−1 ckpc (i.e. 〈f LyC

esc 〉 = 0.02 and
〈SFR〉 = 34 M yr−1) for the fiducial model.

In addition to the local ionizing sources, the large-scale UV
background fluctuation can also modulate the number density of
absorbers around galaxies. Because the length-scale of the UV
background fluctuations is of order of the mean-free path of ion-
izing photons, λ912 ≈ 346[(1 + z)/4]−4.4 h−1 cMpc (Worseck et al.
2014) and is much larger than the length-scale of the CGM and
IGM around galaxies, we model the impact of the large-scale UV
background fluctuations by rescaling the CDDF. Following Hui,
Gnedin & Zhang (1997) (see Appendix B), the CDDF responds as
a function of the photoionization rate of the UV background,

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

= ∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
�̄bkg(z)

[
�bkg

�̄bkg(z)

]−βeff+1

. (25)
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�̄bkg(z) is the average UV background of the entire Universe, for
which we assume the value of �̄bkg(z = 3) = 1.0 × 10−12 s−1.

4.2 The kinematics of absorbers around galaxies

The cosmological inflow of the gas onto galaxies is predominantly
controlled by the gravitational interaction through the large-scale
structure formation. We can then write a Boltzmann equation for
the pairs of galaxies and absorbers (Lagrangian gas parcels). By
applying the method of BBGKY hierarchy (Davis & Peebles 1977),
without loss of generality, the resulting first moment of the BBGKY
hierarchy describes the conservation law of the galaxy–absorber
pairs. This implies that the cosmological inflow is described by the
average velocity field of absorbers around galaxies as

〈vr (r)〉 = H (z)

1 + ξ grav(r, z)

∂

∂z

∫ r

0
ξ grav(r ′, z)

(
r ′

r

)2

dr ′. (26)

While the BBGKY hierarchy is exact, in order to provide an analytic
function for the average velocity field, we further assume the self-
similar clustering ansatz (Section 4.1). Solving equation (26), we
find

〈vr(r)〉 = −vinflow
2(r/rc)

1 + (r/rc)γ
. (27)

We introduced a free parameter vinflow to parametrize the maximum
average inflow velocity of gas onto galaxies.5 For the velocity dis-
persion of gas around galaxies, we assume the constant velocity
dispersion σv(r) = const for simplicity.

The galactic outflow also affect the gas kinematics around galax-
ies, especially at inner radii close to the central galaxies. We have
tested our model with outflow by launching the wind at a constant
velocity at ∼200 km s−1, which is consistent with the value used
for Ly α ISM model of galaxies (Section 3.2.1) and the median out-
flow velocity measured from the interstellar metal absorption lines
(Steidel et al. 2010). The region of mechanical influence is out to
radius ≈200 pkpc which is the maximum radius that gas can be
inertially transported during 1 Gyr. The result was only marginally
affected; thus, we avoid introducing an extra parameter for outflow
in the CGM and IGM in this paper.

5 J O I N T A NA LY S I S O F G A L A X Y- LY α

AB SORPTION C LUSTERING W ITH LY α

EMISSION

5.1 Ly α absorption around galaxies

5.1.1 Parameter calibration and observational test

We calibrate our model parameters of the CGM and IGM around
galaxies introduced in Section 4 using the observational data from
the spectroscopic galaxy surveys in the QSO fields: VLT LBG
Redshift Survey (VLRS) (Crighton et al. 2011; Tummuangpak et al.
2014; Bielby et al. 2017), Adelberger et al. (2003, 2005), and Keck
Baryonic Structure Survey (Steidel et al. 2010; Rakic et al. 2012;

5In the self-similar clustering model, the solution to the BBGKY hierarchy
follows vinflow = 1

2
γ

3−γ
d lnrc
d lna

Hrc
1+z

, which depends on the time dependence

of the correlation length, d lnrc
d lna

. We expect the value of d ln rc/d ln a is order
unity ∼O(1). For example, in the linear perturbation theory, the correlation
length is linearly proportional to the scale length d ln rc/d ln a = 1. There-
fore, the inflow velocity parameter is vinflow ≈ 63 km s−1(rc/1 h−1 cMpc)
at z = 3 and γ = 1.85.

Figure 2. Comparison of the REF model with data. Top panel: the spher-
ically averaged transmitted Ly α transmitted flux of the REF model (red
solid) as a function of radius. The black data points are the measurement
from VLRS survey (Tummugapak et al. 2014). The dotted line is the mean
Ly α transmitted flux of the IGM (Becker et al. 2013). Bottom panel: the
excess EW of Ly α absorption as a function of impact parameter r⊥ for the
REF model (red solid). The blue and green data points are the measurements
from galaxy–galaxy pairs (Steidel et al. 2010) and galaxy–QSO pairs (Rakic
et al. 2012) in Keck Baryonic Structure Survey.

Turner et al. 2014). We choose the best-fitting correlation length rc

and slope γ , the inflow velocity parameter vinflow, and the velocity
dispersion parameter σ v , by comparing the model prediction of the
2D galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation function with observed one.
We also use the EW of Ly α absorption around galaxies by Steidel
et al. (2010) and Rakic et al. (2012) to complement the calibration
procedure. We then find the best-fitting parameters by fitting the
model by eye.

The CDDF, ∂2N
∂NH I∂z

, and photoionization rate of the UV back-
ground, �bkg, are pre-determined based on the observation and
analysis of QSO absorption spectra (see Section 4.1).

To find the best-fitting parameters of rc and γ , we first compare
the model with the spherically averaged Ly α transmitted flux and
the EW of Ly α absorption. Fig. 2 shows the result of the calibration.
The resulting parameters are listed in Table 1 and we refer to this
set of parameters as REF model in the rest of the paper.

Fig. 3 (left-hand panel) plots the best-fitting real-space correla-
tion function between absorbers and galaxies (solid curve), which
include both contributions from gravitational clustering and pho-
toionization feedback. As a reference, the dashed curve shows the
correlation function without photoionization feedback. The clus-
tering of the gas around galaxies increases the abundance of the
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5148 K. Kakiichi and M. Dijkstra

Table 1. The model parameters of star-forming galaxies and the CGM/IGM.

ISM parameters
SFR 〈SFR〉 = 34 M yr−1

Average ISM Ly α escape fraction 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉 = 0.20

Average LyC escape fraction 〈f LyC
esc 〉 = 0.02

ISM Ly α line profile Gronke & Dijkstra (2016)
model

CGM/IGM parameters
Correlation length rc = 1.0 h−1 cMpc
Power-law slope γ = 1.85
Photoionization rate of UV background �bkg = 1 × 10−12 s−1

Inflow velocity vinflow = 135 km s−1

Velocity dispersion σv = 200 km s−1

Figure 3. The reference model of the CGM and IGM around galaxies. Left-
hand panel: the real-space correlation function of H I gas around galaxies
of the REF model with the photoionization feedback (solid). The dotted
line shows the case for the gravitational clustering without photionization
feedback. Right-hand panel: the average peculiar velocity field of gas around
galaxies. The solid line is the cosmological inflow based on self-similar
clustering ansatz. The width of the grey shaded region indicates 1σ scatter
due to the velocity dispersion in the Gaussian streaming model.

absorbers, which extends out to ∼1 pMpc. Compared with the
purely gravitational contribution, the photoionization feedback by
the central galaxies mildly lowers the abundance of the neutral gas
within �100 pkpc.

The gas kinematics is poorly constrained by the available Ly α

absorption data. While VLRS reports the measurement of the 2D
galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation at z = 3 (Tummuangpak et al.
2014; Bielby et al. 2017), the tabulated data to be directly compared
with the model was not available at the time of writing. Rakic et al.
(2012) and Turner et al. (2014) present the tabulated data, but in
terms of the median optical depth. As we cannot directly compare
our model with these measurements, we choose an inflow velocity
parameter, vinflow, by comparing with cosmological hydrodynamic
simulations of Meiksin, Bolton & Tittley (2014) and Meiksin et al.
(2015) that are tested against the observed Ly α absorption signal
around galaxies (Rakic et al. 2012). Meiksin et al. (2014) report the
mean radial velocity profile of gas around haloes with total mass of
4.5 × 1011 M at z = 3. The simulations show the gas inflow of
velocity ∼100 − 150 km s−1 around ∼1 − 10 cMpc. We therefore
choose the inflow velocity parameter of vinflow = 135 km s−1 for
our REF model.6

Furthermore, we choose the constant velocity dispersion param-
eter of σv = 200 km s−1. This is based on the reported value of

6Near the completing of our work, Turner et al. (2017) independently re-
ported a comparison of the observed 2D median optical depth map with the
EAGLE simulations, and find a similar infall velocity (velocity dispersion)
to our phenomenological model. This assures the fidelity of our model and
calibration.

Figure 4. 2D Ly α effective optical depth map around galaxies at z = 3 as a
function of the line of-sight, s�, and the transverse, s⊥, separations between
the Ly α absorption pixels and galaxies in the REF model.

240 ± 60 km s−1 by Bielby et al. (2017) derived by their model fit-
ting procedure to the 2D galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation. Once
the tabulated data of the 2D galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation is
available, we can readily calibrate our model of the gas kinematics
in a more consistent manner in future.

Fig. 3 (right-hand panel) shows the average peculiar velocity
field of gas around galaxies (solid curve) in our REF model. The
grey shaded region indicates the velocity dispersion of the gas.
The gas infalls from large to small scales by cosmological inflow
as a result of structure formation. The mean peculiar gas velocity
then approaches zero at inner radii inside the turnaround radius of
the haloes. This trend is in agreement with the simulations of van
de Voort & Schaye (2012) and Meiksin et al. (2014), where such
deceleration is caused by the shocks across the multistreaming gas
and the virialization of the haloes.

After the calibration, our model of the gas distribution and kine-
matics of the CGM and IGM around galaxies are constrained to
be consistent with the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data. Thus,
the Ly α RT calculation using this calibrated model allows us to
self-consistently study the interaction between Ly α emission-line
profiles and haloes of galaxies and the large-scale gaseous environ-
ment.

5.1.2 2D redshift-space galaxy-Ly α forest clustering: the imprints
of the CGM and IGM

Before proceeding to the Ly α emission properties, we present the
2D redshift-space galaxy-Ly α forest clustering, which contains the
full statistical information of the clustering and kinematics of the
CGM and IGM around galaxies. Fig. 4 shows the 2D effective
optical depth map τ eff(s�, s⊥) = −ln 〈F(s�, s⊥)〉 in the REF model
calibrated in the previous section. The model clearly shows the
excess of Ly α absorption near the central galaxies and the redshift-
space anisotropy in the 2D effective optical depth map. The feature
of the redshift-space anisotropy in the model strikingly resembles
the one observed by Turner et al. (2014).

With Fig. 5, we show how the gas distribution and kinematics of
the CGM and IGM around galaxies are traced by the 2D redshift-
space galaxy-Ly α forest clustering. The variation of the 2D effective
optical depth maps for the four different gaseous environments are
shown in Fig. 5. Each model is perturbed relative to the REF model
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Figure 5. 2D map of Ly α transmitted flux around galaxies. All the outermost contour is 1 − e−τeff = 0.35 and increases by 0.05 inwards, except for LOW
UVB model for which the outermost contour is 0.60. The model parameters for REF model is shown in Table 1. HIGH DENS model has rc = 2 h−1 cMpc,
HIGH INFLOW model has vinflow = 300 km s−1, HIGH VEL. DISP. model has σv = 300 km s−1, and LOW UVB model has �bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1. All other
parameters are the same as REF model.

Table 2. A grid of the CGM/IGM models. The parameter only differs from
the REF model is shown.

HIGH DENS rc = 2.0 h−1 cMpc
HIGH INFLOW vinflow = 300 km s−1

HIGH VEL. DISP. σv = 300 km s−1

LOW UVB �bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1

Figure 6. Same as the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The figure shows that the
HIGH DENS (red dashed) model represents a high-density environment
similar to the Prochaska et al. (2013) observation (red triangles).

with respect to gas density, HIGH DENS (rc = 2 h−1 cMpc), in-
flow velocity, HIGH INFLOW (vinflow = 300 km s−1), and velocity
dispersion, HIGH VEL. DISP. (σv = 300 km s−1), and UV back-
ground, LOW UVB (�bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1) (tabulated in Table 2).
All the other parameters are the same as the REF model.

The H I gas density affects the amplitude of the 2D effective
optical depth map. Our HIGH DENS model in Fig. 5 shows that in-
creasing the correlation length of gas around galaxies increases the
effective optical depth near the centre. Such high-density environ-
ment resembles the region around QSOs. This is illustrated in Fig. 6
where we compare the Ly α absorption EW in our HIGH DENS
model with the observation around QSOs (Prochaska et al. 2013).
The photoionization similarly affects the amplitude (see LOW UVB
model). While a higher LyC leakage from galaxies preferentially
lowers the Ly α absorption closer to galaxies, a lower photoioniza-
tion rate of the UV background uniformly increases the opacity of
gas around galaxies, making the CGM and IGM more neutral.

On the other hand, the gas kinematics (inflow and velocity dis-
persion: HIGH INFLOW and HIGH VEL. DISP. models) impact

the redshift-space anisotropy. On ∼1 pMpc scale, the clumpy neu-
tral gas inflow onto galaxies causes the squashing of the effective
optical depth map along the line-of-sight direction. Such large-scale
inflow of the gas on to galaxies has been detected in observations
(Rakic et al. 2012; Bielby et al. 2017) in a consistent matter with
cosmological simulations (Turner et al. 2017). A higher velocity
dispersion introduces a more line-of-sight elongation in the redshift-
space anisotropy. Note that including outflow in the model will also
introduce a similar elongation. However, in detail, the quantitative
elongation signature by the increasing random gas motion differs
from the coherent change in the velocity field by outflow. They
should be distinguishable in principle.

5.2 Emergent Ly α emission-line profile

5.2.1 The impact of the CGM and IGM predicted from the
galaxy-Ly α absorption clustering data

Once the model of the CGM and IGM is constrained by the galaxy-
Ly α forest clustering measurements, the constrained Ly α RT ap-
proach self-consistently predicts the impact of the CGM/IGM on
the emergent Ly α line profile of galaxies. Fig. 7 shows the emergent
average spectrum of star-forming galaxies and the Ly α line profile
after propagating through the CGM and IGM in the REF model (red
solid curve) [the intrinsic model galaxy spectrum (blue solid curve)
is shown for a comparison]. The impact of the CGM/IGM is encap-
sulated in the CGM/IGM transmission curve (black dashed curve

with right ordinate), which is a self-consistent estimate of e−τ
Lyα

eff

(and e−τ line
eff ) (Section 3.2.2) from the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering

constraint without any adjustable free parameter.
In the observationally constrained CGM/IGM, only 〈Tα〉 = 0.84

of the intrinsic Ly α flux is transmitted, while nearly 100 per cent of
photons can propagate toward observers in the absence of clustering
(Mean IGM, grey dotted curve). This means that the impact of the
CGM/IGM on the Ly α line flux is small, but non-negligible even
at z ∼ 2−3. While the precise value of the transmission of course

depends on the ISM Ly α line profile as 〈Tα〉 = ∫
e−τ

Lyα

eff 〈ISM
α 〉dνe,

this conclusion still holds. We will return to this point in Section 5.3.
The inset of Fig. 7 shows in detail the CGM/IGM transmission curve
near the Ly α line. The clustering of neutral gas around galaxies
scatters more Ly α photons out of our line of sight, causing the
‘attenuation dip’ near the Ly α resonance line centre (Laursen et al.
2011). The shape of this attenuation dip is determined by the H I

gas distribution and kinematics of the CGM. We will examine this
in detail in the following section.
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5150 K. Kakiichi and M. Dijkstra

Figure 7. The composite spectrum (red solid, the flux in the left y-axis) of galaxies with the emergent Ly α line profile and the effective CGM/IGM transmission

e−τ line
eff (black dashed, the value is in the right y-axis) in the REF model. The blue line shows the spectrum without the effect of the CGM and IGM, using

the BPASS population synthesis model (Binary Population Spectral Synthesis code, Eldridge et al. 2017) with constant SFR, 100 Myr age, and metallicity
Z = 0.001 as an example. For a comparison, the effective IGM transmission without the CGM effect (Meiksin 2006) is shown as the grey dotted line (mean
IGM model). The value of Ly α transmission 〈Tα〉 is quoted at the bottom right corner. The inset shows the zoom-in plot of the Ly α line profile.

Figure 8. Comparison of the average emergent Ly α line profiles in HIGH DENS (red solid), HIGH INFLOW (blue solid), HIGH VEL. DISP. (green solid),
and LOW UVB (purple solid) models with REF model (black solid). The value of the relative flux in each line profile is shown in the left y-axis. The
CGM/IGM transmission curve for each model is indicated as dashed lines with a value shown in the right y-axis. The value of Ly α transmission in each model
is shown at the bottom right corner. HIGH DENS model has rc = 2 h−1 cMpc, HIGH INFLOW model has vinflow = 300 km s−1, HIGH VEL. DISP. model
has σv = 300 km s−1, and LOW UVB model has �bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1. All other parameters are the same as REF model.

Furthermore, the clustering of gas in the CGM imprints the excess
attenuation near the higher order Lyman series in the average galaxy
spectrum, adding a series of attenuation dips by the CGM (Rudie
et al. 2013) on top of the characteristic sawtooth-shaped IGM trans-
mission curve (Madau 1995; Meiksin 2006; Inoue et al. 2014). The
shape of the attenuation dips near the higher order Lyman series is
well correlated with that of Ly α, which only differs by the differ-
ence in the oscillator strengths of the atomic transitions. Note that
the intrinsic absorption at stellar atmosphere of massive stars (in
the stellar population synthesis model) also causes the attenuation
at the higher order Lyman series lines. Thus, the scattering of the
higher order Lyman series photons by the CGM causes excess at-
tenuations at the higher order Lyman series over the intrinsic stellar
atmosphere and ISM features. The higher order Lyman series fea-
tures in the average spectrum may be used as a consistency check
of the impact of the CGM and IGM on the emergent Ly α line.

5.2.2 Dissecting the impacts of the CGM and IGM: the clustering
and kinematics of the gas around galaxies

We now examine the details of how the changes of gas density,
and kinematics, and UV background in the CGM and IGM around

galaxies traced by the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering (Fig. 5) impact
the Ly α line profiles. Fig. 8 shows the emergent Ly α line pro-
files after propagating through the high gas density (HIGH DENS),
high inflow velocity (HIGH INFLOW), high velocity dispersion
(HIGH VEL. DISP.), and low UV background (LOW UVB) model
environments.

A stronger clustering of gas around galaxies enhances the atten-
uation of Ly α just blueward of the line centre, which is responsible
for creating a dip of the attenuation in the transmission curve. Ly α

line transfer is sensitive to total velocity field of the gas (i.e. Hubble
flow + peculiar velocity). Including the Hubble flow, most of the gas
is in fact experiencing net outflow. As the excess distribution of gas
by the clustering extends out to ∼1 pMpc around galaxies where the
Hubble flow is ∼300 km s−1 at z ∼ 3, the dip ranges approximately
over 
v ≈ 0−300 km s−1. The attenuation dip increases with in-
creasing gas density around galaxies. In a high-density environment,
the Ly α flux is suppressed even more. Only 〈Tα〉 = 0.68 of the Ly α

flux is transmitted through the CGM and IGM in the high-density
environment, while ≈0.84 of Ly α flux can be transmitted through
the REF model of the CGM and IGM around galaxies.

The (wavelength-dependent) shape of the CGM/IGM transmis-
sion curve near the Ly α line centre is affected by the H I gas kine-
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matics around galaxies. The inflowing gas causes the attenuation
in the redward (
v > 0) of the line centre whereas the outflow-
ing gas attenuates the blueward (
v < 0). As the gas infalls onto
galaxies, the velocity field deviates from the Hubble flow, resulting
the net inflow of the gas. This inflowing gas can scatter Ly α pho-
tons intrinsically emitted at the redward of the line from the central
galaxies as the photon is seen blueshifted to the line centre in the
rest frame of the inflowing gas. Therefore, as the inflowing gas at-
tenuates the Ly α photons, it produces an excess Ly α attenuation
at the redward of the line centre. Thus, a higher gas inflow velocity
suppresses more Ly α flux at the redward of the line centre. For
example, increasing the inflow velocity parameter from 135 km s−1

to vinflow = 300 km s−1 (HIGH INFLOW model) increases the at-
tenuation of the redshifted Ly α line to 〈Tα〉 ≈ 0.80, making the
CGM and IGM more susceptible of scattering the redshifted Ly α

photons emitted from galaxies.
Furthermore, the velocity dispersion of the gas around galaxies

impacts the width of the attenuation dip. Because of the velocity
dispersion of gas around galaxies, there are both outflowing and in-
falling gas along with the coherent flow. Such fast moving outliers
of the gas broaden the width of the attenuation dip. A higher gas
velocity dispersion of the CGM and IGM lowers the attenuation
close to the line centre. This is because the chaotic motion of the
gas creates the path of escapes in the gas around galaxies, which is
otherwise opaque to Ly α photons because of the coherent inflowing
gas. On the other hand, at larger radii, where the gas is predomi-
nantly outflowing, a higher velocity dispersion means that some gas
can be blueshifted into the line centre and scatter the Ly α photons,
otherwise the coherent Hubble flow lets the photons to escape. This
creates more attenuation at the redward of the line centre than the
lower velocity dispersion case.

Finally, a change in the UV background affects the overall Ly α

transmission through the CGM and IGM around galaxies. A lower
photoionization rate makes gas to be more neutral. This increase
in the residual neutrality of the gas increases the abundance of the
H I absorbers around galaxies. Because the effective optical depth
scales as τ

Lyα

eff ∝ �
−1/2
bkg , a lower photoionization rate of the UV

background attenuates more Ly α photons from galaxies. For ex-
ample, lowering the photoionization rate from �bkg = 1 × 10−12

to �bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1 decreases the Ly α transmission from
〈Tα〉 ≈ 0.84 to 0.70.

5.2.3 Relative contribution of absorbers

Different types of absorbers, Ly α forest absorbers with NH I <

1017 cm−2 and Lyman-limit systems/damped Ly α absorbers
(LSS/DLAs) with NH I > 1017 cm−2, contribute differently to the
CGM/IGM transmission curve. At the redward of Ly α line centre,
the formation of the red damping wing is mainly driven by the two
contributions: (1) infalling Ly α forest absorbers onto galaxies and
(2) the LLS/DLAs around galaxies.

As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the infalling absorbers scatter Ly α

photons emitted at the redward of line centre. The contribution to
the transmission curve extends to the maximum velocity of infalling
Ly α forest absorbers. This could be larger than the maximum mean
inflow velocity parameter vinflow due to the velocity dispersion. As
a result of the chaotic gas kinematics (large σ v) in the CGM, the
CGM/IGM transmission curves extend more smoothly to larger
positive 
v than a case of the coherent gas kinematics with a lower
velocity dispersion (small σ v) . In fact, at z = 3, the contribution of

Figure 9. The contribution of the CGM and IGM on the Ly α escape fraction
at z ∼ 2−3. The black solid (red dashed) curve shows the Ly α transmission
of the CGM and IGM, 〈Tα〉, in the REF (HIGH DENS) model as a function
of Ly α velocity offset. The grey and red shaded regions indicate the typical
model uncertainty bracketing the line width between 100 and 400 km s−1.
The hatched region indicates the observed range of Ly α escape fraction
derived from the Ly α/H α ratio. The right y-axis shows the value of Ly α

escape fraction if the CGM/IGM is only the source of opacity, i.e. 〈f Lyα
esc 〉 =

〈Tα〉 The figure illustrates that to explain the observed Ly α escape fraction,
galaxies should have a large contribution from the ISM, but there is a non-
negligible impact from the CGM and IGM.

infalling Ly α forest absorbers dominates the formation of the red
damping wing opacity (see Appendix D).

While the Ly α forest absorbers contribute to the red damping
wing when the gas is inflowing, the LLS/DLAs around galaxies
can contribute the damping wing even when the gas is outflowing.
Since the LLS/DLAs show the Lorentz wing absorption due to the
strong Ly α absorption, the Lorentz wing scattering by the outflow-
ing LLS/DLAs contributes to the redward of line centre. This effect
is subdominant in the damping wing at z = 3 because the number
density of LLS/DLAs is low. However, when the photoionization
rate of the UV background is lower, the increasing number density
of LLS/DLAs causes a non-negligible contribution, and can dom-
inate the formation of the red damping wing opacity. The result is
presented in Appendix D.

5.3 Ly α escape fraction

We now examine the impact of the CGM and IGM on Ly α es-
cape fraction. Observationally, 〈f Lyα

esc 〉 can be estimated from galaxy
spectra using the ratio between the observed Ly α line flux and the
expected Ly α line flux inferred from the observed H α line flux,
which are both produced following recombination with a known ra-
tio. The Ly α flux is typically suppressed relative to this ratio, which
reflects either that Ly α photons were efficiently destroyed by dust,
or that Ly α photons were scattered into an extended low surface
brightness halo. In practice, observations generally cannot distin-
guish between these two scenarios, while theoretically we expect
both physical processes to affect the observationally inferred f Lyα

esc .
Fig. 9 shows the contribution of the CGM and IGM to the Ly α

escape fraction in our model as a function of Ly α velocity offset
from line centre. The black solid (red dashed) curve shows the total
Ly α escape fraction only taking into account the contribution from
the CGM and IGM, i.e. 〈f Lyα

esc 〉 = 〈Tα〉, in the REF model (HIGH
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Figure 10. Mean surface brightness profile of Ly α haloes in the REF model with two different intrinsic Ly α luminosities 〈Lintr
α 〉 = 3.7 × 1043 erg s−1 (red

curve) and 7.4 × 1042 erg s−1 (blue curve). The black and grey histograms show the observed surface brightness profiles of Ly α haloes around LBGs (Steidel
et al. 2011) and LAEs (Momose et al. 2014); the dashed and dash–dotted lines are their best-fitting exponential profiles. The horizontal dotted line indicates
the approximate surface brightness limit (10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2) of the observations.

DENS model). In Fig. 9 also compares these curves to the typical
observed range (hatched region) (e.g. Hayes et al. 2010; Trainor
et al. 2015). This shows that the contribution from the CGM and
IGM alone is not sufficient to explain the observed Ly α escape
fraction, but the CGM has a non-negligible impact. In addition, the
contribution of the CGM to the Ly α escape fraction is larger at
higher CGM densities (HIGH DENS model), which can introduce
an environmental impact on the observationally inferred Ly α escape
fraction.

While the importance of the ISM controlling the Ly α escape
is well appreciated in literature, our analysis provides independent
support of this conclusion based on the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering
data. However, our results imply that Ly α RT does not end after
Ly α photons escape from galaxies, even at z ∼ 2−3.

In detail, Ly α escape from the ISM and Ly α RT through the
CGM/IGM are coupled: scattering in the ISM affects the velocity
offset of Ly α from line centre (Verhamme, Schaerer & Maselli
2006; Gronke & Dijkstra 2016). The observed range of Ly α ve-
locity offsets, 
vLyα = 0 − 600 km s−1 (Steidel et al. 2010) gives
rise to IGM/CGM transmissions in the range 〈Tα〉 ≈ 0.70 to ≈0.90
(REF model). Scattering through galactic outflows can give rise to
large intrinsic Ly α velocity offsets, where the CGM and IGM are
more transparent (even during the reionization epoch, see Dijkstra &
Wyithe 2010). The environmental dependence of IGM/CGM trans-
mission can have interesting implications for the large-scale clus-
tering of Ly α emitters (LAEs) and the possible non-gravitational
contribution by the Ly α RT effect through the surrounding gas
environments around Ly α emitting galaxies (see Section 6.2).

5.4 Ly α haloes

5.4.1 Self-consistent profile of Ly α haloes based on the
galaxy-Ly α absorption clustering data

Finally, we present our results for the Ly α haloes based on the
galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data. Fig. 10 shows the model predic-

tion of the mean surface brightness profile of Ly α haloes around
star-forming galaxies. The red and blue curves show the Ly α haloes
for two different intrinsic Ly α luminosities of the central galaxies,
〈Lintr

α 〉 = 3.7 × 1043 and 7.4 × 1042 erg s−1. The former is our fidu-
cial model with SFR = 34 M yr−1. The latter shows a case for
SFR = 6.8 M yr−1, illustrating a dependence of Ly α haloes on
the star formation activity of galaxies.

Comparing with the observed mean surface brightness pro-
files of LBGs (black histogram, Steidel et al. 2011) and LAEs
(grey histogram, Momose et al. 2014), the model reproduces
the mean surface brightness profile well in the observed range
r⊥ ≈ 20 − 80 pkpc. We emphasize that because the distribution
and kinematics of the CGM and IGM are pre-constrained by the
galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data (Section 5.1), we did not adjust
any parameter regarding the structure of the gaseous environment.
At a fixed intrinsic Ly α luminosity, the model can be considered as
a self-consistent and unique prediction of the mean surface bright-
ness profile of Ly α haloes for a given formation mechanism (Ly α

scattering of the central sources).
The clustering of neutral hydrogen gas around galaxies is respon-

sible for producing the Ly α haloes. Ly α scattering in the mean
IGM will underestimate the surface brightness of Ly α haloes. As
the amount of neutral gas increases at inner radii, the intrinsic Ly α

emission from the central galaxies are more likely to be scattered
back onto the line of sight. While this decreases the visibility of
the Ly α line in the galaxy spectra, these attenuated Ly α photons
are not permanently lost. Some of the photons are scattered back
toward observers and seen as the diffuse Ly α haloes around the
galaxies. Furthermore, since we assume the powering by central
star-forming galaxies, the normalization of the surface brightness
profile scales with the intrinsic Ly α luminosity, 〈SBα〉 ∝ 〈Lintr

α 〉.7

7Here, the intrinsic Ly α luminosity refers to the total amount of Ly α pho-
tons leaked out to the CGM and IGM from the ISM of galaxies. We note
that the surprisingly good match to the observed Ly α haloes requires all
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Figure 11. Comparison of the mean surface brightness profiles of Ly α haloes in the REF model (black dashed curve) with HIGH DENS, HIGH INFLOW,
HIGH VEL. DISP., and LOW UVB models (solid coloured curves from left to right).The model parameters for REF model is shown in Table 1. HIGH DENS
model has rc = 2 h−1 cMpc, HIGH INFLOW model has vinflow = 300 km s−1, HIGH VEL. DISP. model has σv = 300 km s−1, and LOW UVB model has
�bkg = 2 × 10−13 s−1. All other parameters are the same as REF model.

The scaling with SFR can explain the difference between Ly α

haloes around LBGs and LAEs. The surface brightness profile of
Ly α haloes produced by scatterings of Ly α photons can be fitted
by a power law,

〈SBα(r⊥)〉/[ erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2]

≈ 2.1 × 10−18

( 〈Lintr
α 〉

3.7 × 1043 erg s−1

)(
r⊥

20 pkpc

)−2.4

. (28)

This fit is accurate to 10 per cent relative to the direct result from
the model at 20 pkpc < r⊥ < 1000 pkpc.

The surface brightness profile also depends on the intrinsic Ly α

velocity offset. When the intrinsic Ly α line profile has a smaller
Ly α velocity offset, close to the line centre, the Ly α photons have
more probability to be scattered by the surrounding CGM and IGM,
increasing the surface brightness. However, this is a secondary ef-
fect compared to a dominating change caused by the intrinsic Ly α

luminosity.
Over the radius 20–1000 pkpc, the mean surface brightness pro-

file is well described by the power law ∝rα with the slope of
α ≈ −2.4. The power law tail extends out to ∼1 pMpc in the model
prediction. This is in contrast with the conventional exponentional
profile ∝exp (− r/rl) with a scale length rl. Although within the
observed range below 80 pkpc both the power-law and exponen-
tial profiles describe the mean surface brightness profile of Ly α

haloes, in the outskirt of the CGM, the exponential profile sub-
stantially underestimates the Ly α surface brightness. Requiring the
self-consistency with the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data, the for-
mation of Ly α haloes powered by the scattering of Ly α photons
from central star-forming galaxies predicts that there must be large
extent of diffuse Ly α emission from the CGM and IGM around
galaxies. If this picture that Ly α haloes are powered by scattering

Ly α photons produced within the ISM eventually leak out to the CGM.
The effect of the absorption by dust enters as a lower value of the intrinsic
Ly α luminosity. Therefore, we are not concluding that the Ly α scatter-
ing is the origin of Ly α haloes. Instead, we conclude that our joint Ly α

emission – absorption modelling is consistent with the observation as the
predicted contribution from Ly α scatterings is within the observed Ly α

surface brightness. Nevertheless, despite the caveat, the remarkable match
to the observation is worth noting.

is true, deeper observation should find an extended diffuse tail of
Ly α haloes.

We argue that the prediction of the extended power-law tail of
Ly α emission in the diffuse haloes is a robust result required from
the galaxy-Ly α absorption clustering data; the profile is difficult
to change by changing the ISM and star-forming properties of the
galaxies such as the ISM Ly α escape fraction and SFR, which
only enters as a rescaling of 〈Lintr

α 〉. The prediction of a power-
law profile of Ly α haloes is also supported from the Monte Carlo
Ly α RT calculation of the cosmological hydrodynamic simulation
(Gronke & Bird 2017), which can also be fitted by a power-law
profile with a similar slope.

Interestingly, the observation of the surface brightness profiles of
Ly α haloes around QSOs by VLT/MUSE by Borisova et al. (2016)
reports a shallower power-law profile ∝r−1.8 out to ∼100 pkpc.
This could suggest a large LyC leakage which lowers the surface
brightness at inner radius or other Ly α emission mechanism such
as fluorescence by the UV photons. Our constrained RT approach
can be applied to understand the origin of the Ly α haloes of QSOs
(e.g. Ly α scattering versus fluorescence) by extending a joint Ly α

emission-absorption analysis (Hennawi & Prochaska 2013) using
the QSO-Ly α forest clustering data (Prochaska et al. 2013; Font-
Ribera et al. 2013).

The power-law emission tail of Ly α haloes may have an impli-
cation for the large-scale clustering of Ly α emission detected by
Croft et al. (2016), which will be discussed in Section 6.2.

5.4.2 Dissecting the impacts of CGM/IGM: the clustering and
kinematics of the gas around galaxies

Similar to emergent Ly α line profiles, we can examine the details
of the impacts of the gas density, kinematics, and UV background
of the CGM and IGM on the Ly α haloes. Fig. 11 shows the differ-
ent surface brightness profiles of Ly α haloes in different gaseous
environments: a high density (HIGH DENS), a high inflow velocity
(HIGH INFLOW), high velocity dispersion (HIGH VEL. DISP.),
and low UV background (LOW UVB) models.

The clustering of neutral hydrogen gas around galaxies increases
the surface brightness of the Ly α haloes. The increasing amount
of gas increases the probability that Ly α photons are scattered
back to lines of sight. For example, the high-density environment
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Figure 12. Ly α halo flux fraction, XLy α, halo = Fhalo/(Fgal + Fhalo),
as a function of observed Ly α EW of the emission line of galax-
ies in the REF (red curve with filled circles) and HIGH DENS model
(red curve with filled squares). The points corresponds to 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉 =
0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1.0 from left to right. The filled circles are
colour-coded with the total Ly α escape fraction, 〈f Lyα

esc 〉 = 〈f Lyα

esc,ISM〉〈Tα〉,
as indicated by the colour bar. The data points from the MUSE Hubble Deep
Field South by Wisotzki et al. (2016) are shown as open grey points.

with the correlation length of rc = 2 h−1 cMpc increases the surface
brightness profile by about a factor of two. This simultaneously
increases the amount of Ly α absorption in that region probed by
the background QSO spectra.

Unlike the Ly α line profile, the kinematics of the gas around
galaxies only has a secondary role in determining the surface bright-
ness profile of the Ly α haloes. This is because the surface brightness
profile is integrated over the frequency, the velocity information is
averaged over. There is none the less a small impact on the sur-
face brightness profile. As the inflowing gas has more probability
to scatter Ly α photons as the photons is redshifted into the line
centre, higher inflow velocity can increase the surface brightness.
Higher velocity dispersion similarly increases the probability that
Ly α photons are scattered back to our line of sight at the outskirt
of Ly α haloes, where the Ly α photons escape otherwise because
of the dominating Hubble flow.

The photoionization rate of the UV background impacts the sur-
face brightness of Ly α haloes. A lower photoionization rate in-
creases the neutral fraction of gas, thus more Ly α photons can be
scattered back into lines of sight to form larger Ly α haloes.

6 IMPLICATIONS

6.1 On the origin of Ly α escape and haloes: how do the CGM
and IGM affect Ly α radiation in and around galaxies?

We discuss how the ISM, CGM, and IGM affect Ly α escape and
Ly α haloes around galaxies. Wisotzki et al. (2016) recently found
an anticorrelation in the halo flux fraction–Ly α EW relation. In
other words, larger Ly α halo flux fractions are generally found
around galaxies that have a lower EW of Ly α emission-line emis-
sion coming directly from the galaxy. Fig. 12 compares our dust-free
ISM + CGM/IGM models with varying ISM escape fractions with
observations (see Section 3.3.2 for a description of how we compute
the halo flux fraction). Fig. 12 shows that:

(i) The agreement between the observed anticorrelation between
Ly α halo flux fraction and Ly α EW and our model suggests that
anticorrelation is indeed caused by the spatial ‘redistribution’ of the
galaxy’s Ly α flux into extended Ly α haloes via scattering. Higher

H I gas densities more easily scatter the nebular Ly α emission out
of the line of sight of an observer, into a more diffuse Ly α fog. In
this picture, varying gas density shifts the halo flux fraction–Ly α

EW relation diagonally.
Most Ly α RT occurs on interstellar scales (see Section 5.3). If

we invoke scattering as the main driver behind the observed anti-
correlation between Ly α halo flux fraction and Ly α EW, then this
must occur on interstellar scales. Note that ‘interstellar’ scattering
here refers to all scattering at r < rmin. This interpretation sharply
contrasts with a picture in which Ly α escape is dominated by dust.
In the picture, dust does not only reduce the EW, but it also reduces
the Ly α flux that escapes into the CGM, and therefore the surface
brightness of Ly α haloes. This leads to an interesting implication:
if interstellar RT dominates the Ly α scattering process (which it
likely does), and if this scattering process provides the physical rea-
son for the observed anticorrelation between Ly α halo flux fraction
and Ly α EW, the role of dust on interstellar Ly α is weaker than ex-
pected. The H I gas density and kinematics of the ISM is a primary
driver in regulating the Ly α escape.

(ii) Our analysis also shows that Ly α scattering in the CGM/IGM
cannot be ignored, even at z ∼ 2−3. We expect that the CGM and
IGM to contribute to the scatter in the Ly α halo flux fraction−Ly α

EW relation (at fixed EW). A higher H I gas density in the
CGM/IGM increases the surface brightness of Ly α haloes via scat-
tering. Increasing H I gas density in the CGM/IGM enhances the
Ly α halo flux fraction with a small suppression of Ly α EW. This
leads to a (almost) vertical shift in the halo flux fraction−Ly α EW
relation.

For WLy α � 20 Å objects (which correspond approximately to
narrow-band selected LAEs), the observed scatter in Wisotzki et al.
(2016) may be (partially) due to the environmental dependence of
Ly α escape fraction and Ly α haloes introduced by the CGM and
IGM. This interpretation is consistent with results of Matsuda et al.
(2012) – the spatial extent of Ly α haloes around LAEs (WLy α � 20
Å) depends on the Mpc-scale environment.

The role of the CGM and IGM on the Ly α escape fraction and
Ly α haloes through its environmental dependence can be tested ob-
servationally. If true, we should see a ‘thicker’ Ly α forest around
galaxies with brighter Ly α haloes and a lower Ly α EW. The con-
strained RT approach provides us with quantitative predictions for
the amount of Ly α absorption in the forest (e.g. Fig. 6). Such result
can be tested with the MUSE QSO field data, where we expect both
the measurements of individual Ly α haloes and the Ly α forest ab-
sorption in the vicinity of the Ly α emitting galaxies are possible.
Alternatively, we could perform the Ly α forest tomography tech-
nique (Lee et al. 2014) in the MUSE Hubble Deep Field South field
using bright background LBGs.

This discussion – while speculative – nevertheless clearly demon-
strates the effectiveness of a joint Ly α emission-absorption analysis
using (integral field) spectroscopic survey of galaxies in QSO fields
in shedding new light on the physical origin of Ly α escape and
haloes.

6.2 Cosmology with Ly α emitting galaxies

6.2.1 Diffuse Ly α emission in the Universe

Our joint analysis with the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data pre-
dicts the power-law emission tail of Ly α haloes. The Ly α haloes
may thus contain more Ly α emission at larger scale than the ex-
ponential scale length, which is typically fit to the observations of
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Ly α haloes. The power-law surface brightness profile of Ly α haloes
(equation 28) contains ∼1.5 times more Ly α emission at radii larger
than the exponential scale length (25.2 pkpc < r⊥ < 5 pMpc) than
the exponential profile of Steidel et al. (2011). Beyond the knee
of the exponential profile, after matching the normalization of the
power-law profile at 60 pkpc with the exponential profile, the power-
law tail at > 60 pkpc contains ∼2−3 times more Ly α emission than
the exponential surface brightness profile of Ly α haloes. There-
fore, the power-law emission tail of Ly α haloes contribute more
to the diffuse Ly α emission of the Universe detected by Croft
et al. (2016) than estimated using the conventional exponential pro-
file. Although this boosts a contribution from Ly α haloes around
star-forming galaxies to the diffuse Ly α emission background, the
collective contribution from the Ly α emission from the power-law
tails around galaxies still likely fall short below to explain the total
Ly α emission of Croft et al. (2016).

6.2.2 Ly α RT effect on the large-scale LAE clustering

The non-gravitational bias in the large-scale clustering of LAEs by
the Ly α RT (Zheng et al. 2011; Behrens et al. 2018) may complicate
a cosmological analysis in HETDEX. In this paper, we showed that
the impact of the large-scale gaseous environments around galaxies
on Ly α line flux can be estimated from galaxy-Ly α forest cross-
correlation data. This means that if the IGM modulates the visibility
of Ly α line of galaxies, and consequently the clustering signal of
Ly α-selected galaxies, we also expect a correlation between the
Ly α EW of emission lines and galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation
function. For example, the measurement of the LBG-Ly α forest
cross-correlation function as a function of different Ly α EW sub-
samples of LBGs could test the impact of Ly α RT effect on the
large-scale clustering of Ly α emitting galaxies.

The large-scale UV background fluctuations, which may also
affect the Ly α forest autocorrelation function (Pontzen 2014;
Gontcho A Gontcho, Miralda-Escudé & Busca 2014), can perturb
the visibility of Ly α lines and would induce an additional non-
gravitational contribution (Wyithe & Dijkstra 2011). To circumvent
these issues, various joint HETDEX+BOSS analysis among Lyα

line profile, galaxy-Ly α forest cross-correlation, auto-correlation
function of Ly α emitting galaxies, and Ly α forest auto-correlation
function, are important to quantify the astrophysical impact of the
CGM/IGM on Ly α line of galaxies, and hence isolate the cosmo-
logical contribution in the large-scale LAE clustering from non-
gravitational ones. A further study of Ly α RT modelling and Ly α

forest using cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of galaxies
and the IGM is required to address this issue more carefully.

6.3 Caveats

The analysis presented in this paper is at an early stage. Ideally
the same galaxy population should be selected for all observations:
galaxy-Ly α forest clustering, Ly α escape fraction, and Ly α haloes.
The present analysis relied on LBG sample for galaxy-Ly α forest
clustering, which has then been assumed to be the same for all
galaxies that escape fraction and Ly α haloes are measured from.
This clearly introduces uncertainties in our results. For example,
for LAEs because the gas overdensity around lower mass haloes
is expected to be lower, the surface brightness of the Ly α haloes
may be reduced as less photons are scattered back into lines of
sight. While we have explored the possible variation by varying the
model parameters around the calibrated value, future analysis will

benefit from the measurements of all the three observables from the
uniformly selected sample.

While our main approach – constrained Ly α RT – can substan-
tially reduce the number of free parameters, a particular model
adopted in this paper still contains some arbitrariness. Some of
which, e.g. gas velocity field, can be improved by directly fitting
the model to the data by the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. We
have for example neglected the impact of outflow. The outflow can
allow more Ly α photons to escape and reduce the surface bright-
ness of Ly α haloes at smaller radii. Although the currently available
2D galaxy-Ly α forest clustering measurement does not show clear
outflow signature, once the measurement is improved, the model
should be generalized to allow the effect of outflow. Furthermore,
the analysis will benefit by replacing the fundamental assumption
of the model, i.e. single scattering approximation, with a full Monte
Carlo Ly α RT calculation. Although the single scattering approxi-
mation seems to match the full Monte Carlo result reasonably well
(Dijkstra & Kramer 2012), the full calculation eliminates the need
of somewhat arbitrary choice of rmin in the model (see Appendix C
for the assessment of the uncertainty).

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have presented a new approach to ‘constrained Ly α RT’ through
the CGM and IGM based on a perturbative expansion of the scat-
tering process ( Sections 2 and 3). The central idea is to perform
Ly α RT calculations through a CGM and IGM whose H I content
and kinematics are constrained by the observed cross-correlation
between galaxies and Ly α forest absorption lines (see Section 5.1).
This enables us to quantify how Ly α propagates around galaxies in
realistic, observationally constrained, cosmological environments.
We apply this approach to investigate how Ly α escapes from galax-
ies and their environment. We specifically focused on studying (i)
how the CGM/IGM impacts the Ly α line flux, and spectral line pro-
files that we observe directly from galaxies, and (ii) the mean surface
brightness profile of extended Ly α emission produced by scattering
in the CGM/IGM. Our analysis, which focused on z ∼ 2−3, showed
that

(i) The CGM and IGM at z ∼ 2−3 transmit 〈Tα〉 ≈ 80 per cent
of Ly α line emission escaping from galaxies at a Ly α velocity
offset of 
vLyα ≈ 300 km s−1 (redward of the line centre). The
transmission varies from ≈ 60 per cent at 
vLyα ≈ 100 km s−1 to
≈90 per cent at 
vLyα ≈ 600 km s−1. This excess attenuation of
Ly α photons by the CGM/IGM is due to the large overdensity of
CGM gas relative to that of mean IGM. The wavelength dependence
of the IGM transmission curve near the systemic velocity of a
galaxy is determined by the gas kinematics of the CGM. Comparing
with observational constraints on the Ly α escape fraction at these
redshifts (derived for example from Ly α/H α ratios, e.g. Hayes
et al. 2010), our model implies that the ISM plays the biggest role
in setting the Ly α escape fraction. This confirms the traditional
view that the ISM is a primary driver of the Ly α escape. However,
our results demonstrate that there is a non-negligible impact of the
CGM and IGM on the Ly α line even at z ≈ 2−3.

(ii) We show that Ly α scattering in the CGM gives rise to Ly α

haloes with a power-law emission tail∝r−2.4 at�80 pkpc extending
out to the outskirts of the CGM and beyond (�300 pkpc, see equa-
tion 28). This result is robust, and does not depend on interstellar
RT effects. This power-law profile differs from the often-assumed
exponential profile, for which the surface brightness drops rapidly
beyond the exponential scale length. The extended power-law tail is
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a result of the extended clustering of cold gas around galaxies, that
is required by the galaxy-Ly α forest clustering data. This gas scat-
ters Ly α photons back into our line of sight to form Ly α haloes.
Deeper observations of Ly α haloes probing the outskirts of the
CGM will test this picture. Moreover, if we assume that all Ly α

photons produced in the ISM eventually leak out into the CGM and
IGM (note that ‘ISM’ here refers to r < rmin), then Ly α scattering
alone can reproduce the observed surface brightness as well as the
observed anticorrelation between Ly α halo flux fraction and Ly α

EW (see Section 6 and Fig. 12), surprisingly well. Of course, the
100 per cent Ly α leakage into the CGM is at face value unrealistic.
However, the surprisingly good match may still imply that Ly α

scatters abundantly at r < rmin without being efficiently destroyed
by dust (see Section 6), which places interesting constraints on the
H I and dust distribution in the ISM (see e.g. Gronke et al. 2017).

(iii) The CGM and IGM cause a preferential suppression of the
Ly α flux – and therefore by extension Ly α EW – of galaxies, and
an overall enhancement of the surface brightness of Ly α haloes
around galaxies that reside in denser parts of the Universe (more
precisely, inside cosmic volumes with a higher Ly α forest opacity in
the background QSO spectra). The impact of the CGM and IGM can
then introduce a large-scale environmental dependence of Ly α line
profiles and Ly α haloes of galaxies. Studies of the environmental
impact on Ly α line profiles and Ly α haloes, i.e. Ly α emission
properties as a function of the large-scale gaseous environment,
are important to fully understand the escape mechanism of Ly α

photons and the physical origin of Ly α haloes.

Finally, we would like to stress the tremendous potential of the
joint Ly α emission – absorption measurements for studying the
physics of CGM, reionization, and cosmology:

(i) From the theoretical side, the analysis introduced in this paper
can easily be expanded in various ways. For example, one can study
the redshift evolution of 〈Tα〉, Ly α haloes, and the UV background
self-consistently to address the impact of the CGM and UV back-
ground on the decline of observed Ly α emission line at z > 6 to
study the reionization process (Sadoun et al. 2017). Furthermore,
the model can easily be extended to e.g. (i) predict the spectra of the
spatially scattered Ly α haloes, and (ii) to include the contribution
of fluorescence radiation around galaxies and QSOs (e.g. Cantalupo
et al. 2005; Kollmeier et al. 2010; Mas-Ribas & Dijkstra 2016).

(ii) From the observational side, wide-field imaging campaigns
such as the Dark Energy Survey and Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru
Strategic Program will provide new high-redshift QSO target fields.
By combining these observations with data obtained with modern
integral field spectrographs such as VLT/MUSE and Keck/KCWI
(and in the near future James Webb Space Telescope and ground-
based 30 m telescopes), it becomes possible to provide a cosmic
map of both Ly α emission and absorption. HETDEX galaxies and
BOSS Ly α forests will also offer a promising data set. Such maps
provide invaluable probes of the detailed galaxy properties and the
physical state of the CGM and IGM at 2 � z � 7. This approach
will shed new light on the physics of CGM, hydrogen and helium
reionization, and cosmology.
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APPENDI X A : D ERI VATI ON O F LY α H A L O
SURFAC E BRI GHTNESS

We describe a heuristic derivation of the mean surface brightness of
Ly α haloes powered by the scattering of Ly α photons from central
galaxies. The total bolometric Ly α luminosity within a comoving
radius R is

〈Lα(<R)〉 =
∫ R

0
dr

“
Labs

α (r, vr, NH I)f (r, vr, NH I)dvrdNH I,

(A1)

where Labs
α (r, vr, NH I) is a Ly α luminosity of an individual ab-

sorber at a comoving distance r away from the central galaxy, mov-
ing with a radial peculiar velocity vr, with an H I column density
NH I, and f (r, vr, NH I)drdvrdNH I is the phase-space distribution
function of absorbers around galaxies, i.e. the expected number of
absorbers within a phase space volume (r, r + dr), (vr, vr + dvr),
and (NH I, NH I + dNH I). The phase-space distribution function can
be decomposed into a product of a real-space distribution function,
fr(r,NH I)drNH I, and the conditional probability distribution func-
tion of the peculiar velocities of absorbers at a given r, pv(vr|r)dvr,
leading f (r, vr, NH I) = fr(r,NH I)pv(vr|r).

The real-space distribution function is simply given by

fr(r,NH I)drNH I = dnabs

dNH I

[1 + ξ (r)]4πr2drdNH I, (A2)

where dnabs
dNH I

dNH I is the comoving number density of absorbers in a
range between NH I and NH I + dNH I and ξ (r) is the real-space corre-
lation function between galaxies and absorbers. Note that dnabs

dNH I
dNH I

is related to the H I density distribution function ∂2N
∂NH I∂z

as (Wolfe,
Gawiser & Prochaska 2005)

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

dNH Idz = (1 + z)3 dnabs

dNH I

σabs

∣∣∣∣dlp

dz

∣∣∣∣ dNH Idz. (A3)

Furthermore, for the Gaussian streaming model the conditional
probability distribution function of the peculiar velocity of absorbers
around galaxies is

pv(vr|r) = 1√
2πσ 2

v (r)
exp

[
− (vr − 〈vr(r)〉)2

2σ 2
r (r)

]
. (A4)
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Therefore, using equation (14) for the Ly α luminosity of indi-
vidual absorbers, after some algebra, we obtain

〈Lα(<R)〉 =
∫ R

0
dr

∫
dNH I

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣dz

dr

∣∣∣∣
×
∫

dvr√
2πσ 2

v (r)
Lα(r, vr, NH I) [1 + ξ (r)]

exp

[
− (vr − 〈vr(r)〉)2

2σ 2
v (r)

]
, (A5)

where we simplied the expression by introducing an auxiliary quan-
tity,

Lα(r, vr, NH I) =
∫ [

1 − e−τa(νinj,NH I)
]
Lintr

ν (νe)dνe. (A6)

As the comoving bolometric emissivity (luminosity density) (in
units of erg s−1 cMpc−3) is related to total luminosity within co-
moving radius R,

∫ R

0 〈εα(ν, r)〉4πr2dr = 〈Lα(< R)〉, we have dLα

(<R)/dR = 〈ε α(R)〉4πR2. Thus, the Ly α emissivity by the scattered
radiation is given by

〈εα(r)〉 = 1

4πr2

∫
dNH I

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣dz

dr

∣∣∣∣
×
∫

dvr√
2πσ 2

v (r)
Lα(r, vr, NH I) [1 + ξ (r)]

exp

[
− (vr − 〈vr(r)〉)2

2σ 2
v (r)

]
, (A7)

which conclude the derivation of equation (15). The mean surface
brightness of Ly α haloes follows immediately by integrating the
Ly α emissivity along a line of sight at each impact parameter.

A P P E N D I X B: IM PAC T O F PH OTO I O N I Z AT I O N
B Y L O C A L I O N I Z I N G SO U R C E S

By taking the Jeans argument by Schaye (2001), the H I column
density of an absorber scales as NH I ∝ �−1 as

NH I ∼ 2.7 × 1013 cm2(1 + δ)3/2

(
T

104 K

)−0.26 (
�

10−12 s−1

)−1

×
(

1 + z

4

)9/2 (
�bh

2

0.02

)3/2 (
fg

0.16

)1/2

. (B1)

This means that at a fixed density fluctuation δ, different photoion-
ization rates give rise to different H I column densities of absorbers.
Therefore, the impact of photoionization can be taken into account
by rescaling the value of H I column density at a photoionization
rate �bkg to a new value of photoionization rate �(r) = �local(r)
+ �bkg which includes the photionization rate from local ionizing
sources �local(r). The H I column density of absorbers in the vicinity
of galaxies is given by rescaling the column density of absorbers in
the average IGM N

bkg
H I ,

NH I =
[

�bkg

�(r)

]
N

bkg
H I . (B2)

Following Hui et al. (1997), the CDDF around galaxies including
the photoionization rate of the local sources is given by rescaling
the CDDF at the average IGM,

∂2N(r)

∂NH I∂z
= �(r)

�bkg

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
bkg

. (B3)

While here we explicitly indicated ∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣
bkg

as the CDDF at the

average UV background, the subscript bkg is dropped in the main
text. Approximating the CDDF with a power law,

∂2N
∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
bkg

= A(z)(Nbkg
H I )−βeff , (B4)

where A(z) is a constant of proportionality, we obtain the CDDF
around galaxies as

∂2N(r)

∂NH I∂z
= A(z)

[
�(r)

�bkg

]−βeff+1

N
−βeff
H I

=
[

�(r)

�bkg

]−βeff+1
∂2N

∂NH I∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
bkg

. (B5)

The factor
[

�(r)
�bkg

]−βeff+1
indicates the radial suppression of the nor-

malization of the CDDF due to the photoionization by local ion-
izing sources. Therefore, by comparing with the definition of the
real-space correlation function, we can identify the photoionization
correction factor Cphot(r) as

Cphot(r) =
[

�(r)

�bkg

]−βeff+1

=
[

�local(r)

�bkg
+ 1

]−βeff+1

. (B6)

By substituting �local(r) =
∫ ∞

ν912

σHI(ν)
Lν(ν)

4π[r/(1 + z)]2

dν

hν
, after

some algebra we arrive at equations (23) and (24).

A P P E N D I X C : TH E I N N E R M O S T R A D I U S

Fig. C1 shows the dependence of the Ly α visibility on
the innermost radius rmin in the REF model, where rmin =
30, 50, 80, 120, 160 pkpc (red, yellow, green, cyan, and blue
curves). The virial radius of 9 × 1011 M halo at z = 3 is
rvir ≈ 80 pkpc. The opacity increases with a smaller innermost
radius. Our fiducial choice adopted in this paper is rmin = rvir.
The difference between the recommendation of Laursen et al.
(2011), rmin = 1.5rvir, with our fiducial choice is about 20
per cent. Using our fiducial ISM Ly α line profile, the Ly α

transmission is 〈Tα〉 = 0.76, 0.80, 0.84, 0.86, 0.88 for rmin =
30, 50, 80, 120, 160 pkpc. The extra scattering between the viral
radius of halo (80 pkpc) to the inner region of the model CGM
(30 pkpc) is 〈Tα(> 80 pkpc)〉 − 〈Tα(> 30 pkpc)〉 = 0.08. There-

Figure C1. Dependence of the CGM/IGM transmission curve on the in-
nermost radius.
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fore, the estimated Ly α transmission is therefore robust against the
choice of the innermost radius at about 10 per cent level.

Decreasing the innermost radius to rmin = 30 pkpc increases the
opacity by ∼30 per cent relative to rmin = rvir. Laursen et al. (2011)
showed that below a virial radius the multiple scatterings affects
the formation of Ly α lines; hence, e−τ approximation becomes
increasingly inaccurate. On this scale, an Ly α RT simulation is
required to estimate the impact of the gas around galaxies on the
Ly α line profile. As a compromise between the recommendation
of Laursen et al. (2011) and the smallest radius probed by Ly α

absorption using galaxy–galaxy and galaxy–QSO pairs (below this
scale, the properties of gas around galaxies are not well constrained),
we choose rmin = 80 pkpc to evaluate the impact of the intergalactic
environment ‘constrained by Ly α absorption’ on the Ly α flux from
Ly α emitting galaxies.

APPENDIX D : R ELATIVE C ONTRIBUTION O F
ABSORBERS

Fig. D1 shows the contribution of different absorbers and different
velocity dispersion to the red damping wing. At �bkg = 10−12 s−1,
the velocity dispersion of infalling low column density Ly α for-

est absorbers dominate the formation of red damping wing. The
smoothness of the damping wing depends on the velocity disper-
sion of the CGM: a higher σ v smear out the damping wing. Note
that the velocity dispersion parameter is the most poorly constrained
parameter in our model due to the lack of tabulated 2D effective
optical depth map. For example, decreasing to σv = 100 km s−1, the
damping wing extends only to 
v ≈ 250 km s−1, more consistent
with the results of Laursen et al. (2011) [see also Dijkstra et al.
(2007) where the effect of velocity dispersion is ignored].

Our finding is consistent with Kakiichi et al. (2016), where
we find that at z ∼ 7 LLS and DLAs dominate the contribu-
tion to the red damping wing due to small-scale absorbers (e.g.
W2 model). By taking a value of �bkg = 10−14 s−1, Fig. D1 in-
deed shows that the contribution from LLSs and DLAs domi-
nate the red damping wing opacity at 
v > 250 − 500 km s−1,
while it is negligible at �bkg = 10−12 s−1. This is because at
�bkg = 10−12 s−1, although the effective optical depth at large

v is dominated by LLS/DLAs, its absolute value is very small,
τ

Lyα

eff � 1; hence, it is negligible in exp(−τ
Lyα

eff ). As τ
Lyα

eff ∝ �
−1/2
bkg , at

a lower photoionization rate �bkg = 10−14 s−1, the effective optical
depth becomes τ

Lyα

eff � O(1), making an appreciable contribution to
exp(−τ

Lyα

eff ).

Figure D1. The CGM/IGM transmission curves including all absorbers (black solid, 1012 < NH I/cm−2 < 1021.55), only Ly α forest absorbers (red dotted,
1012 < NH I/cm−2 < 1017), and only LLS and DLAs (blue dashed, 1017 < NH I/cm−2 < 1021.55). Left-hand panels: models with the velocity dispersion
σv = 200 km s−1 and �bkg = 10−12 s−1 (top) or �bkg = 10−14 s−1 (bottom). Right-hand panels: model with the velocity dispersion σv = 100 km s−1 and
�bkg = 10−12 s−1 (top) or �bkg = 10−14 s−1 (bottom). All the other parameters are the same as REF model. The figure shows the contribution of the different
types of absorbers to the CGM/IGM transmission curves.
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